MISSION: COMFORT

TOTAL CLIMATE CONTROL

THE ROXOR FULL HARD CAB ENCLOSURE FOR THE ULTIMATE OFFROAD COMFORT.
INTRODUCING THE ROXOR FULL HARD CAB ENCLOSURE
Install this premium lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum cab enclosure for added occupant protection and comfort. Finished in textured black powder coat paint, the total weather seal design provides a barrier from rain, snow, dust, moisture and external noise.

Full Hard Cab Enclosure only | Part Number: 2302FUA00081N
MSRP: $5,899.99 USD | INSTALL TIME: 4 HRS | FACTORY INSTALL: $6,299.99 USD

Add on Heater | Part Number: 1202BUA00031N
MSRP: $939.99 USD | INSTALL TIME: 2 HRS | FACTORY INSTALL: $999.99 USD

FEATURES:
- Durable, rust proof aluminum construction.
- Quantum coated polycarbonate venting windshield with robust dual wiper and washer system.
- Hinged doors with automotive-style lockable latches, safety glass sliders and heavy-duty gas struts.
- Rear panel features a large safety glass window for expanded visibility.
- Compatible with 2 speed heater / defrost as well as premium vintage heat & A/C
- Interior and exterior side view mirrors standard.
- Proudly Made in the U.S.